07/26/2014

**Incident:** Stolen Vehicle with Arrest

**Contact:** Watch Commander, 805-339-4416

**Location:** Camino Real Park, 4200 Dean Drive

**Date/Time Occurred:** 07/26/14 @ 1355

**Officer(s) Involved:** VPD Patrol

**Suspect:** Eric Bujak, 24yrs, Ventura Resident

**Report #:** 14-09284

**Narrative:**

On 07/26/14 at approx 0830 hours, a resident in the 200 block of West Lewis discovered their vehicle had been stolen from the street where it had been parked the previous night. Upon further investigation, the victim discovered she had inadvertently left her purse containing her car keys in the front yard of the residence overnight. Officers searched the area at the time but were unable to locate the vehicle.

At approximately 1355 hours, the Ventura Police Command Center received a 911 call in regard to a traffic collision that had just occurred within Camino Real Park, located at 4200 Dean Drive. When officers arrived on scene they discovered one of the involved vehicles was the previously reported stolen vehicle from West Lewis St. The suspect, Eric Bujak was still on scene and was identified as the driver of the stolen vehicle at the time of the collision. Bujak was placed under arrest for 10851 cvc-possession of a stolen vehicle. He received treatment at the Ventura County Medical Center for minor injuries incurred during the collision and was later booked into the Ventura County Jail for the above charge. No one else was injured during the incident.